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51. INTRODUCHON 
IF L is a subgroup of a finite group G, let W,(L) denote the group N,(L)/L, where b/c(L) is 
the normalizer of L in G. Recall that W,(L) acts on the right of the group cohomology If*(L) 
and the inclusion i : L 4 G induces a map to the W,(L) invariants: 
i* : H* (G) + H* (L) '+'G(? 
Here, and in the rest of the paper, the coefficients are E/p for a fixed prime p. 
Now suppose that K is a subgroup of G containing L. We can define transfer maps: the 
inclusion K cr G induces 
tr* : H*(K) + H*(G) 
while the inclusion W,(L) 4 W,(L) induces 
r*:H*(L) wK(L)+ H*(L) wG(L), 
In this paper we study a family of interesting cases for which there are commutative 
diagrams 
H*(K) -----% H*(G) 
i* i* 
\1 $ 
H*(L)WK’L’ ‘* > H* (L) w&e 
To be more precise, consider the elementary abelian group F;, where n is a fixed positive 
integer. Let C,. denote the permutations of the set F;. The left action of [F”p on itself defines an 
inclusion A: F”p 4 Xc,.. 
It is not hard to show that W+( IFI) = GL(n, 'F&. Similarly, it has been noticed [21,23] 
that if B is the stfndard Bore1 subgroup of GL(n, 6J with pSy10w~subgroup U,and B is the 
subgroup !ZPJ . . . jdp of XPm with p-Sylow subgroup 0 = 5,s . . . 1 i$ then W,( IF”,) = B 
and I+‘,( IFa) = U. 
Recall that the parabolic subgroups of the Chevalley group G L (n, Fp) are the subgroups 
PI satisfying 
V E B 5 P, c GL(n, Fp). 
We note that Z,. has a corresponding family of iterated 
satisfying 
OEkcP,EX:,. 
and prove the following theorem. 
wreath product subgroups PI 
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THEOREM 1.1. 
(1) w,l(q = p, 
(2) Zf P, E P, there is a commutative diagram 
H* (6) d H*(P,) 
I 
k 
A’ 
Y 
A’ 
H* ( [F;)” -% H*( ff;)? 
This theorem is proved in $2 and $3 where all of our groups are more precisely defined. 
A beautiful “closure” property of the group X pn discovered independently by D. Kahn and S. 
Priddy [12] and H. Mui [23] is featured in the proof of (2). 
We now note that the classical theory of finite Lie groups leads to a good understanding of
the structure of natural maps between invariants of parabolic subgroups (such as t*, above). 
In particular, the Hecke algebra associated to the Bore1 subgroup is an algebra of such 
transformations. In $4 we study the transfers r* in the context of this algebra. The Steinberg 
idempotent then enters the picture as a kind of dual to the natural transformation 
M 8 I: j,,j CL@, FP) i: M B. 
For example, let P, , . . . , P._ 1 be the n - 1 minimal parabolics containing B as a proper 
subgroup. For any E[GL(n, IF,)] module M, there is an identification 
n-1 
MGL(“F,)= igl MPt. 
We prove a “dual” statement. 
THEOREM~.~~. Let St E ZC,,[GL(n,. ff,)] be the Steinberg idempotent and let M be a right 
i 
II-1 
?&,,[GL(n, F,)] module. There is a natural isomorphism MSt 3: MB 
& M pC. 
Our work has been motivated by a desire to establish connections between various 
people’s recent work in stable homotopy theory. Our applications to topology in §5,6, and 7 
reflect this. We give a sampling of our results here. 
Let V- be the &-module Cp”/d( C), where d: C + Cp” is the diagonal, and let 
e( V)EH 2p’-2(Zp”) be the associated Euler class. Theorem 1.1, together with work by Mui 
[23] and H. Li and W. Singer [19], implies 
THEOREM 5.1. There are isomorphisms: 
A* : H*(O)[e( If)-‘] 2 H*( F;)“[e( I’)-‘], 
A*:H*(P,)[e( I’)-‘] ; H*(F;)‘fe( I”)-‘]. 
This theorem, work in $4, work by J. F. Adams, H. Miller, and J. Gunawardena [2], and 
work by Priddy and C. Wilkerson [25] have the following corollaries. 
Let A be the mod p Steenrod algebra. 
COROLLARY 5.2. (1) Tor,A, *(Z/p, H*@)[e( V)-‘1) z Tori, *(Z/p, H*(o)[e( I”)-‘]) 
2: Tori. *(H/p, Z:-“Z/p). 
(2) Tor,A,*(Z/p, H*(p,)[e( If)-‘]) = 0 for all P,# B. 
If W is a virtual representation of a group G, let BG w denote the corresponding Thorn 
spectrum. Let all spaces and spectra be localized at p. 
COROLLARY 5.3. (1) +l&n,(BB-k’) zJimn,(BO-“) ‘v I;,(S-“). 
(2) hn,(BP;‘y = 0 fir P, # B. 
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In $6 we give a “conceptual” proof of the computational part of S. Mitchell and Priddy’s 
splitting results [21]. There are spectra M(n) such that H*(Z” M(n)) has a basis corresponding 
to admissible sequences of length n in A. Using Theorem 1.1 and results in $4 we show 
THEOREM 6.2. dim H’(M(n)) 2 dim H’( F”,)St for all k. 
Our methods also shed some light on Singer’s work in [27]. 
In $7 we extend to all primes some of our results on computing James-Hopf invariants in 
homology [13,14]. Once again, our methods seem to be much more conceptual than those 
used previously. 
Finally, in work to appear elsewhere, our results lead to the construction of interesting 
symmetries in the Dyer-Lashof, Lamda, and Steenrod algebras [17], and (in joint work with 
S. Priddy) to a proof of G. Whitehead’s ymmetric product of spheres conjecture valid for all 
primes [18]. 
Part of our work was done during visits to Northwestern University and the University of 
Washington. I have had helpful conversations about this material with many people; in 
particular, I would like to thank Stewart Priddy and Haynes Miller. 
$2.THE TRANSFER 
If X is a set, let Z x denote the group of permutations of X. A group L acts on itself by left 
multiplication defining the Cayley represetation: A : L 4 Z L. 
When L = IF;, we let &,:,. denote ZZ‘. Let 2,: p denote a p-Sylow subgroup of Z,,. 
containing [F;. The main result of this section is the following. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let K and G be any groups with C,, p E K _C G -C I$,.. Then there is a 
commutative diagram: 
H* WI tr** H*(G) 
I 
A* 
I 
A’ 
H* ( ,q WK(F:) T*+ HI(F”,)WG’~;! 
To prove the theorem, we make use of the following definition. 
DEFINITION 2.2. L c K E G is a closed system if every subgroup of K conjugate to L in G, 
is conjugate to L in K. 
Theorem 2.1 then follows from the next two propositions. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Zf L c K E G is a closed system and L is an elementary abelian p-group, 
then there is a commutative diagram: 
H* (K) ------% H*(G) 
H*(L) wKfL) I’*, H* (L) WGfL) 
This proposition is essentially implicit in the proof of Theorem 11.1.4 of [23], but, for 
completeness, we sketch the proof below. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. If K and G are any groups with C,., p s K E G E ZP. then ‘F”p c K c G 
is a closed system. 
Proposition 2.4, is turn, follows from the next two lemmas. 
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LEMMA 2.5 F; c Xp” p c I$ is a closed system. 
Proof. This lovely fact appears as Proposition 
Proposition 2.5 of Kahn and Priddy’s paper [12]. 
1.2.2 of Mui’s paper [23] and as 
LEMMA 2.6. Let G, be a p-Sylow subgroup of a jinate group G. If L C_ G, E G is a closed 
system, then so is L E K c H for any groups K and H with G, c K E H c G. 
Proof. (H. Miller) Suppose that he H and h-t Lh c K. We need to check that there is a 
k E K with h-t Lh = k- ’ Lk. Since h- ’ Lh is a p-group, it must be contained in a p-Syiow 
subgroup of K. Thus the Sylow theorem implies that there is a k, EK with 
h-‘Lh c k,‘G,k,, so that (hk;‘)-‘L(hk;‘)s G,. Since L c G, z G is a closed system, 
there is then a k,EGP with (hk;‘)-‘L(hk;‘)= k;‘Lk,, so that h-‘Lh-’ 
= (k,k,)-‘L(k,k,). 
We end this section with a proof of Proposition 2.3. Let G = 1~ LXiK be a double coset 
decomposition. The double coset formula [S, Proposition 9.11 implies that there is a 
commutative diagram: 
H* (K) -% H*(G) 
j@bZ, Ii* 
@H*(L nx,Kx;‘) @Nash, 
where c$=~: L n x~Kx,T’G Xi-‘LXi n KG K. 
Recall [12, lemma 3.11 that if L is an elementary abelian p-group and L’ is a proper 
subgroup then tr* : H*(L) + H*(L) is zero. Thus, in the above diagram, we need just 
consider those double cosets for which L n x,Kx,:’ = L, or, equivalently, LxiK = XiK. 
DEFINITION 2.7. Zf L E K s G, let Nc(L, K) = {g E G 19-l Lg E K}. This is a free right K 
set. Let WG(L, K) = NG(L, K)/K. 
With these definitions, summarizing our above discussion, we have shown 
LEMMA 2.8. Zf L E K E G and L is an elementary abelian p-group, there is a commutative 
diagram: 
H: WI ?- H*(G) 
H*(L) , 
where &: Lqx-‘Lx~ K. 
Now note that there is a diagram of inclusions 
NG(L) - NGG K) 
J J 
Nk(L) = N,(L)nKc; K 
which induces an inclusion 
0: w,( LV W,(L) G W&C K). 
A direct check of the definitions implies 
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LEMMA 2.9. Q, is a bijection if and only if L c K c G is a closed system. 
Combining these last two lemmas yields the next corollary, which is equivalent to 
Proposition 2.3. 
COROLLARY 2.10. If L E K c G is a closed system and L is an elementary abelian p-group, 
then there is a commutative diagram: 
H* 6) 
tr* 
* H*(G) 
i* 
+ 
H*(L) * 
i 
i* 
H*(L) , 
where cX: L+ L is defined by c,(y) = xyx-‘. 
Remark 2.11. Let c:: L + L be defined by c:(y) = xyx-‘. Then W,(L) acts on the left of 
H*(L) via the maps c:, and on the right of H*(L) via the maps c’i, and 
c c: = c c:’ 
x E WG(L)IWK(L) x E WK(L)\WG(L) 
Example 2.12. Note that L E L E G is always closed. In this case, Corollary 2.10 reduces 
to the well known equation [22] 
i*p* = c c*: H*(L)+ H*(L). 
X6 WC(L) 
5 3. WREATH PRODUCTS AND PARABOLIC SUBGROUPS 
With applications of Theorem 2.1 in mind, in this section we define the family of 
subgroups of C,. mentioned in the introduction and compute the corresponding Weyl 
groups. 
We first recall some standard subgroups of GL(n, Fp). (As a general reference on the 
structure of finite Lie groups see [7].) Let W be the set of permutation matrices, let U be the 
set of upper triangular matrices with l’s on the main diagonal, let H be the set of diagonal 
matrices, and let B be the set of upper triangular matrices. Then U is a p-Sylow subgroup of 
GL(n, IF,), H is an abelian group of order prime to p, B is the semidirect product of H and U, 
and W can be identified with X.. 
To define the parabolic subgroups we use the next definition. 
DEFINITION 3.1. An ordered partition of n is a sequence Z = (iI, . . . , ik) with i, + . . . + i, 
= n. The set of all such partitions is partially ordered: Z 5 J if I is a re3nement of J. 
Given Z -‘(iI, . . . , i,,), an ordered partition of n, let WI c W be WI = Ci, x Ci, x . . . 
x Zi, and let P,= BW,B. Then the sets P, are subgroups of GL(n, IF,), the parabolic 
subgroups. Every subgroup of GL(n, IF p) containing B is P, for some Z [7, p. 1121. In 
particular, B corresponds to Z = (1, 1, s ~ . 9 1) and GL(n, Fp) corresponds to Z = (n). 
We define analogous groups in xP_ using wreath products. If X, Y are two finite sets and 
H E XX, K E I; Y are subgroups, then K acts on H lyl, and K j H C_ XX X ,is defined to be the 
semidirect product 1 --, H IyI-+ KJH + K + 1. 
A A 
Let 0 = h/pJ . . . J iz/p, B = &S . . . &,, and, if Z = (il, . . . , iL) is an ordered partition 
ofn,letP,=~,,J.. . fC p,,. D is a p-Sylow subgroup of x ,,” and, by inspection, contains the 
subgroup ff “p. 
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Schematically, we have defined three families: 
lEW,GW 
UEBEP,cGL(n,[F,) 
0 c B c P, E &“. 
Note that if I I J then W, E W,, PI E P,, and P, c P,. 
The following theorem, together with Theorem 2.1, proves Theorem 1.1. 
THEOREM 3.2. Wo( F;) = U and Wp,( [F;) = P,. 
Remark 3.3. The fact that W,,( [FF) = GL(n, Fp) has been noted by many people, and the 
cases W,( IF;) = U and W,( IF “,) = B appear in [21,23]. 
We begin the proof of Theorem 3.2 with some generalities. 
If Aut( L) is the automorphism group of a group L, we define homomorphisms a: Nz,( L) 
~Aut(L)and~:Aut(L)~Nr,(L)asfollows.First,forxEL,letf,EC,bedefinedbyf,(y) 
= xy for all YE L. L can thus be identified with { fx},, b Given f~ NzL( L), let @(f)(L) 
=ffxf -I, and given a ~Aut( L), let Y(a)(x) = a(x). It is straightforward to check that @ and 
Y are well defined homomorphisms, that @O Y = identity, and that ker @ = CZL(L), the 
centralizer of L in CL. Thus we have shown 
LEMMA 3.4. N,,(L) is a semidirect product 
l+C,,(L)-tNr,(L)fAut(L)+l. 
It is easily verified that if L is abelian then C,,(L) = L. Suppose also that L c G E ZL. 
Then N,(L) = N,,(L) A G so Lemma 3.4 has the following corollary. 
PROFQSITION 3.5. If L is abelian and L c G s X:L then 
W,(L) = Aut(L) n G. 
Examples 3.4. 
(1) If L = ‘“p then W,,(L) = Gi(n, Fp). 
(2) If L = Z/m then WzL(L) = Z/m*, the multiplicative units in Z/m. 
Theorem 3.2 now follows from 
PROPOSITION 3.7. 0 n GL(n, ffp) = U and P, A GL(n, lFp) = P,. 
To prove this proposition, we use geometric descriptions of P, and P,. Let V = E;. 
DEFINITION 3.8. 
(1) A flag F is an increasing sequence of subspaces of V 
F:Oc V,c . . . c V,= V. 
(2) If F is a flag, let PF c Aut( V) be the subgroup 
PF= {fEAut(V)(Vif(Q= vi}. 
(3) If F is a flag, let P, E C y be the subgroup 
PF= {ft:ZVIViVx3yf(c+x)= Vi+y}. 
LEMMA 3.9. P, n Aur ( V) = P,. 
Proof: If f E P, n Aut( V) then J( vi) = Vi, since f (0) = 0. Conversely, if f ( 4) = Vi and 
fcAut(V)then f(K+x)= <+f(x)sothat fcP,. 
Let {e,, . . . , e,} be the standard basis of V. If I = (iI, . . . , ik) is an ordered partition of n, 
let F,: 0 c VI c . . . c Vk = V be defined by letting Vj = (e,, e2, . . . , e(i, + +i,,). By 
inspection we have 
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LEMMA 3.10. P,, = P, and P,, = p,. 
This completes the proof of Proposition 3.7, except for the case 0 n GL(n, ‘Fr) = V. For 
this, since V is a p-Sylow subgroup of GL(n, lFp) and 0 is a p-group, it suffices to show that 
V c 0. This can be easily checked on the n - 1 standard generators of V (or see the proof of 
11.5.1 in [23]). 
We end this section with a final group theoretic application. 
PROPOSITION 3.11. Let G be any group with B E G c Z,. Then N ,JG) = G. 
ProojI Let N = N,,,,(G). BY Proposition 3.5, I+‘,( FE) = N n GL(n, 5,) c 
N cLCn: I,,(G n GL(n, iFp)) = G n GL(n, Fr)). The last equality follows since G n GL(n, Fr) 
contains B, and thus is a parabolic subgroup, but it can be shown, using canonical forms of 
elements, that parabolics are their own normalizers in GL(n, F,). Thus W,( F;) E G. 
If x E N then x- ’ FEx c G, so by Proposition 2.4 there exists g E G so that xg E W,( F”,) 
c G. Thus x E G, as needed. 
Remark 3.12. A simple direct argument hat C,., z is its own normalizer in C1” appears 
in [6]. 
Question. If B s G E &, is G = P, for some I? 
$4. THE HECKE ALGEBRA 
We begin this section with some general observations concerning maps between 
invariants. 
Let G be a finite group. For each subgroup H of G, there is a functor from the category of 
right G modules to the category of abelian groups that assigns to each G module M, its H 
invariants M “. 
Note that these functors are representable: if we let 1 i denote the trivial H module 
induced to a G module. then we have the next lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. 
(1) There is a natural isomorphism M H 2 Horn zcc,(l i, M). 
(2) rf H and K are subgroups of G, natural transformations M” -+ M K are in one to one 
correspondence with Horn zcG3(1 “,, 1 “,). 
We will find it convenient to use the following notation. If X c G is a subset, let 
X = c XE Z[G]. Note that, with this notation, 
XSX 
l$= .z@ Z[H] ZCGI = fi ZCGl, 
and natural transformations M” + M K correspond to the invariants (HZ[G]) K. 
Examples 4.2. Let K c H E G 
(1) The inclusion i*: M ” q M K corresponds to the K invariant (H E 17 Z[G]. 
(2) The transfer 7*: M K + M” corresponds to the H invariant E? EK Z[G]. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let K E H E G. The composite r*i*:M ” + M” is multiplication by the index 
[H:K]. 
Remark 4.4. If P, is-a parabolic subgroup of GL(n, F,), then [P, : B] = c p’(“‘), where 
1: Itl+ N is the standard length function. Thus [P,: B] s 1 mod p. Lemma 4??hus implies, 
if our ground ring is Z(,, or F,, that to study natural transformations M pi + M pi, it suffices to 
study natural transformations MB + MB. 
DEFINITION 4.5. The Hecke algebra is defined to be the algebra A? = End r&l “,). 
In light of remark 4.4, we devote our attention to the structure of 8, .J?,~, = $? @ Z,,,, 
and .eFp = #@c;,. 
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Additively, X’ is easily understood. Recall that there is a double coset decomposition 
GL(n, Fp) = u BwB. Let T,E.@ be defined by BT, = EwB (where we have adopted the 
WPW 
convention of writing functions in X’ on the right). Then, if M is a G-module, T, acts on M B 
through right multiplication by a set of right coset representatives for B in BwB. 
LEMMA 4.6. The set {T,} wow is an additive basis for .#‘. 
To describe the multiplicative structure of X’, and for later applications, we make some 
definitions. If i = 1, . . . , n - 1, let Ii be the ordered partition of n Ii = (1, 1, . . . ,2, ~ . . , 1) 
with the 2 in the i th place. Let Wi, Pi, and pi be the corresponding subgroups of W, GL(n, IF,), 
and C p”’ Then 4 is a group of order 2 with elements { 1, wi} where wi permutes the ith and 
(i + 1)st coordinates of IF a. The above mentioned length function is defined by letting I(w) be 
the length of w written as a minimal word in the w;s. There is a unique element w0 E W of 
maximal ength. 
Iwahori found the following description of the multiplicative structure of X’. 
PROPOSITION 4.7. [lo] &’ is generated as an algebra by Twi, i = 1, . . . , n - 1, (together 
with 1) and has a presentation with relations 
(1) T’wj = p+ (P- UT,; 
(2) Tw,Twi+, Twi = Twi+, Tw,Twi+, 
(3) TwiTwj = TwjTwi if Ii -il 2 2. 
Furthermore, 
(4) T,Twi = T_, if I(wwi) 2 I(w). 
For a quick proof of this proposition see [ 151. 
We need to use one more bit of structure on S. Let 5;yi = p - 1 -T_. This is well 
known [lo] to extend to an involution of algebras 
^:JV+X. 
. We now study idempotents in JEpu,). Let e(i) = p -Twi and note that e(i)2 = (p + l)e(i). It is 
illuminating to notice that the involution A could have been equivalently defined by letting 
e^( i) = (p + 1) - e(i). Finally, let e = I@) Zw(-l) P( 1 “@‘)T,. We show that e is also an invertible 
multiple of an idempotent inS’(,). This is known to the experts (see [8, p. 951, for example) but 
for completeness we offer a simple proof here. 
LEMMA 4.8. For all w E W, 
(1) eT, = (- l)““)e 
II-1 
(2) T, 5 ( - 1)““’ mod 2 Ker e(i). 
i=l 
Proofof(1). We work with relations (1) and (4) of Proposition 4.7. By induction on f(w), 
we can assume that w = wi.Let W’bethekernelofs: W --, Z/2 where E(W) = ( - 1)““‘. Then 
note that 
e= c p”“““‘-‘T,(p-T,,). 
WEW’ 
Thus eTwl = C P’(~~~)-~T,(~T,,-T~,,) 
W.W’ 
= 2 p k+)- ’ T, (T, - p) 
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Proof of (2). Again we use induction on I(w). First note that 
xEKer e(i)oxEIm(l +T,J. 
Thus if w = w’wi with I(w) > 1(w’) then 
T, = T,T, = T,,, (1 + Twi) -T,, E -T, mod Ker e( i). 
THEOREM 4.9. 
(1) e2 = [GL(n, F,):B]e 
n-l 
(2) For all right S(P) modules, Im e = n Zm e(i). 
i= 1 
n-l 
(3) For all right St,, modules, Ker e = c Ker e(i). 
i=l 
Proof of (1). e2 = zw( - l)‘(‘“)p’(‘Q+‘)eT, = zwp ‘(“‘+“)e, by part (1) of the lemma. 
Proof of (2). First note that x E Im e( i) o xTwi = - x. Thus x E “6’ Im e( i) o XT,, = - x 
i=l 
II-1 
for all i oxTw = ( - l)‘(“‘)x for all W.E W. If follows that Im e E n Im e(i). For the other 
i=l 
n-1 
inclusion, if x E n Im e(i) then xe = 
i=l 
zw( - l)‘(“) p’@“~w)xTw = ~wp’@‘~w)x so that x E Im e. 
Proof of (3). By Part (2) of the theorem, e e(i) = (p + l)e for all i. Note that JEP 1: 3Epop. 
n-l 
Thus e( i)e = (p + 1)e. It follows that Ker e 1 c Ker e(i). For the other inclusion, first note 
i=l 
1 
that e = [GL(n, IF,): B] * 1 mod ‘i Ker e(i), by part (2) of the lemma. Thus if x EKer e then 
i=l 
n-l 
x E [ GL(n, [Fp) : B] - ‘xe = 0 mod c Ker e(i). 
i=l 
The following lemma and theorem are the “hatted” analogues of Lemma 4.8 and 
Theorem 4.9. 
LEMMA 4.10. e^ = 1 T, and, for all w E W, 
WEW 
(1) e^T, = p”‘% 
II-1 
(2) T, E p’(“) mod c ker c?( i). 
i=l 
THEOREM 4.11. 
(1) g2 = [GL(n, iF,):B]e^ 
(2) For all right A?(P) modules, 
(3) For all right Xc,, modules, 
n-1 
Im i = igl Zm g(i). 
II-1 
Kere^= c Ker Z(i). 
i=l 
n-l 
Remark 4.12. In [15], we observed that Im e = n Im e(i) holds for S F, modules. Note 
i=l 
also that e(i) = - TwS mod p and thus 
e E (- ~)@o)T,~ = longest word in the e( Q’s mod p. 
Note that we have defined two sets of idempotents in.%‘,,,. We now show that the elements 
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e^( i) and e^ are naturally related to transfers, while the elements e(i) and e are related to the 
Steinberg representation. 
DEFINITION 4.13. In i&,) [GL(n, iF&], let St = & 1 (- l)““‘)Bw and let St’ = 
& ,Tw( - l)*~“‘~w~. For i = 1, . . . , 
WE w 
n - 1 let StiE &,,[GL(n, jFp)] be the image of 
St E E,,,[GL(2, IF,)] under the map induced by the inclusion ff i 4 ff; using the ith and 
(i + 1)st coordinates. Similarly define St:. 
In [28], R. Steinberg showed that St* = [GL(n, iF,):B 1st and that St Ze,[GL(n, 6,)] is 
an irreducible GL(n, F~) module. 
LEMMA 4.14. [21] Multiplication by B and 1 (- 1) ‘cw)w induces an isomorphism MSt 
WEW 
1: MSt’for any Z,.,[GL(n, IF,)] module. 
(1) 
(2) 
(1) 
~rl 
Note that MSt’ c ME. _ 
PROPOSITION 4.15. For all Z,,,[GL(n, lFP] modules M, 
e is the composite MBq MzMB 
e(i) is St: lyB:M e+it!fa. 
Again, there is a “hatted” analogue. 
PROPOSITION 4.16. For all Z[GL(n, IF,)] modules M, 
2 is the composite M Blf_ M GL(n, FJ g MB 
(2) e^(i) is the composite MBzMc G MB. 
by 
-- 
Proof of Proposition 4.15. For (l), %3’ = & c (- l)‘(“‘BwB = 1 (- l)‘@‘~p’~w@‘~13wB, 
the next lemma. (2) follows similarly. WEW WEW 
-- 
LEMMA 4.17. BwB = IHIp@OW)BwBjbr all WE W. 
Proof For all w E W, it is known [7] that there are subgroups U; and iJ; of U such 
-- 
that o=us;, BwB=o;wB and ~U~~=p’(wow). Thus BwB=HU,+U;wB 
= IHIP @W’) BwB_ 
Proof ofProposition 4.16. This follows immediately from the observation that the natural 
r* i* 
transformation MB + M pf + MB is the element c T, in X. 
WE w, 
Note that the identity Me^ = “QI Me^ I is t us e (J . h q uivalent to the more obvious identity 
II-1 
M GL(4 F_J = inl MPL. 
We can combine our propositions to get a “dual” result. 
THEOREM 4.18. IfM is a Z&,[GL(n, IF,)] module, 
i 
n-1 
MSt ‘y MB 1 MPa. 
i=l 
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Proof: There are isomorphisms: 
r-l 
MSt = MSt’ 1: MBe = MB IX Ker e(i) = MB 
i=l 
/‘i1 Me*(i) = MB /‘i:’ MPl. 
i=l i=l 
n-1 n-1 
We remark that c M ‘i c M B can be viewed as a “singular set” since c M ‘1 = ( m IB is 
i=l i=l 
a proper subgroup of the stabilizer of m ) . 
We can now immediately apply our results here to Theorem 1.1. 
THEOREM 4.19. There are commutative diagrams: 
i - A= A* 
H*( F”,)” e *H*( IFy 
(2) 
H*(B)‘ItH*(P,)~H*(B) 
i A* I A’ (0 
H*( IFF)B------- H*( F”,)B .
For the most general statement along these lines, we need a lemma on Coxeter groups. 
LEMMA 4.20. [ 3, p. 37, Exercise 31. Let I I J. Each cosel x E W,\ W, contains a unique 
element w, of minimal length. It is characterized by the property that I(ww,) = I(w) + I(w, all 
WE w,. 
THEOREM 4.21. Let I and J be two ordered partitions of n with I s J. There is a commutative 
diagram: 
z-z*(&) -2 z-z*(&) 
where T = 1 TWX. 
XEH’,\ IV, 
Proof. From the lemma it follows that 1 P,T,= = ij,. 
XEW,\W, 
Remark 4.22. If I(w,) = k and w, = wi, . . . wi, then 
T,, = (- l)‘e(i,) . . . e(ik) mod p. 
Example 4.23. The minimal length representatives of the cosets of X1 x X._ 1 in Z,, are 
1, wl, w1w2,. . .) WIWZ . . . W,_I. Thus there is a commutative diagram: 
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where T = 1 - e(1) + e(l)e(2) - . . . + ( - l)“- ’ e( 1) . . . e(n - 1). 
$5. INVERSE SYSTEMS OF THOM SPE(JTRA 
The results in this section should be considered extensions of results proved by various 
people in the course of verifying the Segal conjecture for elementary abelian p-groups. 
Let Zf act on cp” by permutation of coordinates and let V be the p” - 1 dimensional 
complex Zp. representation a=P”/d(a=), where d: C + CP^ is the diagonal. Let 
e( V)EH~““-~(Z~) be the Euler class of V. By abuse of notation, we let e( V) also denote the 
pullback of this class to H*(G) for any subgroup G of Zp. 
THEOREM 5.1. There are isomorphisms: 
A*:H*@)[e(V)-‘1 sH*( FF)“[e(V)-‘1, 
A*: H*(P,)[e(V)-‘17 H*( F;)P’[e(V)-‘]. 
Before proving this theorem, we deduce some consequences. Let A be the mod p Steenrod 
algebra. 
COROLLARY 5.2. 
(1) Tor~,.(Zlp,H*(B)Ce(V)-‘I -Tor~,,(Zlp,H*(O)Ce(V)-‘l) 
z Tor,A,,,(Z/p, Z-“H/p). 
(2) Tor$.(Vp, H*(~,)Ce(~)-‘l) = ofor PI # 8. 
Proof of (1). This follows from the corresponding results about the invariant rings 
H*( F”,)B[e( I’)-‘] and H*( F;)“[e( V)-‘1. (See Singer [26], Li and Singer [19],and Adams, 
Miller and Gunawardena [2 3.) 
Proofof (2). Weshow that Tor A,,,(E/p, H*( F;)P’[e(V)-‘]) = Ofor PI # B. Priddyand 
Wilkerson [25] noteH*( Fi)B[e( V)-‘1 is Tort,, (Z/p, - ) equivalent o the direct summand 
H*( IF;) “[e( V)-‘1st’. But by our results in $4, H*( F”,)“[e( V)-‘1 is a direct factor in the 
complementary summand for P, # B, and thus (2) follows. 
If W is a virtual representation of a group G, let BG w denote the corresponding Thorn 
spectrum. (See [4] for details of such constructions.) If W ’ is a G-representation, there is a 
map BG w + B w@“‘. There are thus inverse systems 
and 
. . . +Bo -2v +BO -” +BO 
. . . +Bp;2v --+Bp;” +BP,. ’ 
COROLLARY 5.3. 
(1) limn*(BB -kv) = lim IL*(BO-~‘) = I;,(S-“). 
(2) limz*(BPJk) =OforP,#B. + 
This follows from the last corollary by an Adams spectral sequence argument: 
if.. . -+ X2 + X, + X,, is an inverse system of spectra which are of finite type, bounded, and 
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p-complete then the associated inverse limit of Adams spectral sequences is a spectral 
sequence converging to Ii@ 6*, (X,)[20]. 
It remains to prove Theorem 5.1. We first show that the results for P, follows from the 
result for V. 
Naturality properties of the transfer imply the next lemma. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let p: Y+ X be a.finite covering. Then 
tr*(y up*(x)) = cr*(y) uxfor all xCH*(X), yEH*(Y). 
For a simple proof of this see [I, p. 1281. This lemma implies that our transfer maps induce 
transfers between the localized rings. Thus, in particular, Theorem 1.1 implies that we have a 
commutative diagram 
H*(B)[e(V)-‘]LH*(P,)[e(V)-‘]---L H*(O)[e(V)-‘1 
1 A: I A: I A: 
H*(F;)‘[e(V)-‘1 -2 H*(6~)Pl[e(V)-1]2H*(6”,)U[e(V)-1]. 
The left hand square implies that At is surjective if A: is, while the right hand square implies 
that AZ is injective if A: is injective. Thus we need just prove that 
A*:H*(V)[e(V)-‘1 -H*(IF;)“[e(V)-‘1 ’ 
is an isomorphism. I learned of the ideas of the proof in this case from conversations with 
Stewart Priddy. 
For p = 2, A* is surjective even before localization (see Theorem 5.2 of [23]). For odd p, 
surjectivity follows from [23], Theorem 5.2, combined with [19], Proposition 7.1. 
For injectivity we recall the following: 0 has a detecting family of elementary abelian 
subgroups { L,}, with A: IF “, 4 0 the only member of this family acting transitively on the p” 
elements of Fz. The next lemma thus implies that the inclusion 
@it: H*(O)G @H*(L,). 
a I 
yields an inclusion 
A*:H*(O)[e(V)-‘]cyH*(F”,)[e(V)-‘1. 
LEMMA 5.5. If i: G 4 Z,,” is nor transitive on [F”p, then i*(e( V)) = 0. 
Proof If G does not act transitively on E: then there exist positive integers r and s with 
r + s = p” such that (after possibly relabelling the elements of E”,) G 4 Zpn factors through 
E, x Z, 4 Zp.. But it is easy to see that r;, considered as x, x Zs module, contains a trivial one 
dimensional submodule. 
We conclude this section with a generalization of Theorem 1.1. If < E K(X) let X 5 be the 
associated Thorn spectrum. A finite covering p: Y+ X will induce a transfer map XC + Y p*C. 
LEMMA 5.6. Let p: Y - X be a,finite covering, r E K(X), ana’ let ox: H*(X) + H * (Xc) and 
4)~: H*(Y) -+ H*( Yp”) be the Thorn isomorphisms. Then 
Proof: Let V E H* (X;) be the Thorn class. Then Q,.v(x) = x u V and @ ,Jy) = y u p*(V). 
Using Lemma 5.4 we have: 
tr*(@,(y)) = tr*(y u p*(V)) = w*(y) u V = Q,(tr*(y)). 
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THEOREM 5.7. Let I and J be ordered partitions of n with I I J and let r E K(BP,). There is 
a commutative diagram 
H* (BPj)zH*(BP:) 
I 
A* 
I 
A* 
H*(B IF;‘)“‘zH*(B F;‘)p’. 
Prooj: A* and T* are induced from basespace level maps and thus commute with the 
Thorn isomorphism. By the lemma, so does tr*. The theorem thus follows from Theorem 1.1. 
96. SPLIlTINGS USING THE STEINBERG IDEMPOTENT 
The Dold-Thorn Theorem [9] implies that the Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum HZ,,, is 
filtered by the symmetric product spectra SPp”(S). Similarly, the spectra SP$(S) filter HZ/p, 
where SP$“(S) is the cofiber of the diagonal SPP-‘(S) + SPP”(S). This filtration is a geometric 
realization of the length filtration of A: ifF,A = < 8 E A 10 is an admissible sequence of length 
> n > then H*(SPb(S)) = A/F,A. As in [21], we let M(n) = ~-‘SPpP”(S)/SPg-‘(S). 
H*(X”M(n)) has a basis in one to one correspondence with admissible sequences in A of 
length equal to n. 
Z(,,[GL(n, IF,)] acts stably on the space BE”,, , thus X” BE;+ has a stable wedge 
summand StBIF”,, corresponding to the idempotent St. The main result of Mitchell and 
Priddy’s paper [21] is the following. 
THEOREM 6.1. (Mitchell and Priddy) StBF;, z M(n). 
Their proof consists of three steps: 
(1) Construct a mapfi X” BE;+ + M(n) that is injective in homology. 
(2) Show that f* (H* (M(n))) c H* ( IF ;)St. 
(3) Show that dim Hk(M(n)) 2 dim Hk( IF;)St for all k. 
Their construction for (1) is very elegant and simple, with the injectivity following for 
transfer reasons. (2) is quickly reduced to needing to know that, in the localized ring 
H*(F”,)[e(V)-‘1, the element (xi . . . x,y;’ . . . y; ’ ) is in the image of St where H * ( E”,) 
= E(x,, . . * 9X.)OQCYl, * * *, y,]. This they then prove by computation. Similarly (3) is 
verified through computation-the use of some quite intricate formulae relating the action 
of A on H* (IF;) to the Steinberg idempotent. 
In [15], we noted that properties of the Steinberg idempotent (essentially the properties in 
Theorem 4.9 and Proposition 4.15 here) allow one to reduce the equation 
(x1 . . . x,‘y;’ . . . y,‘)St = (x1 . . . X”Yl . . . y; ‘) to the case n = 2 which can be easily 
verified directly. Now we also give a nearly computation free proof of (3). 
THEOREM 6.2. dim Hk(M(n)) 2 dim Hk(ff”,)Stfor all k. 
It is convenient o introduce the notation M I N if M and N are two graded vector spaces 
of finite type and dim M, I dim N, for all k. 
We begin the proof of Theorem 6.2 by noting (as do Mitchell and Priddy) that the results 
of $2 and $3 imply that there is a commutative diagram 
H*(ff”,)A H*(B) 
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Thus H*( F”,)St’ = H*@)A*St (as in Lemma 4.14). 
Let6,bethecompositeZ”BB. LCSBPi+ :Z”BB+fori= 1,. . . , n - 1. Combining 
Theorem 4.9, Proposition 4.15, and Theorem 4.19 yields 
II-1 n-l 
H*(F”p)St x H*(F;)St’ = H*(B)A*St’ = n H*(B)A*e(i) = 
i=l 
ifi ker @A*. 
II-1 
Thus we need to verify that 0 ker @A* I H*(M(n)). Intuitively this is clear: in 
i=l 
n-1 
homology, n ker 6,,A* should be spanned by “‘completely inadmissible” wreath product 
i=l 
elements of length n in H,(8), a set dual (after shifting by n dimensions) to the set of 
admissible sequences of length n in A. 
To make this precise, we need the following observation. 
LEMMA 6.3. Let V be a filtered vector space and let V,, . . . , V,_, be subspaces. If 
n-1 
V I,..., V,_ 1 and n Viare given the inducedfiltrations, the induced map of associated grades 
i=l 
n-l 
EO 
( > 
Q. ‘i + 101 EO(Vi) 
is an injection. 
We apply this to our situation by letting V A A*H, (IF;) c H*(B), Vi = ker ?li*A*, and 
filtering V by excess. Then E, ( Vi)-is spanned by length n wreath product elements which are 
n- 1 
inadmissible in the ith and (i + 1)st places. Thus (7 E, ( Vi) x H, (M (n) ) clearly holds. Thus, 
i=l 
n-1 
by the lemma, E, icl ker 6,+A* < H, (M(n)) and the theorem follows. 
Remark 6.4. By Corollary 4.18, H* ( LF~)~/H* ( F~)~~(*,~J z H*( IF z)Sr, and thus has a basis 
in one to one correspondence with admissible sequences of length two in A, shifted in 
dimension by two. This is a key observation in Singer’s paper [27, Proposition 3.11. 
$7. THE JAMES-HOPF INVARIANTS IN HOMOLOGY 
We recall the following facts. If X is a connected space there is an equivalence [ll] 
whereQX = R”Z”XandD,X = EZq+ h XLql. Projection onto the qth wedge summand and 
zq 
adjunction yield the James-Hopf maps 
J, : QX + QD,X, 
which are generalizations of James-Hopf invariants SEX + SEX cql. 
We wish to calculate jq. in homology. When p = 2 this was studied by us in [14] where we 
made use of the theory of E, ring spaces together with certain “mixed” Adem relations. Here 
we recover essentially the same results for all primes using what seems to us to be much more 
elementary input. 
We begin with a parameterized version of Theorem 1.1. Let X be a based space. If 1 is an 
ordered partition of n, let 
D,X = EZ Pm+ h qX [*‘I. 
Note that if I I J there is a transfer rr: ZxDJX + ZeDIX. The diagonal X -+ X[P”Iinduces 
maps A: BE”,, h X -+ BP,, h X + D,X. 
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THEOREM 7.1 If I and J are ordered partifions of n with I I J there is a commutative 
diagram 
H* (0,X) cr* -----+H*(D,X) 
Proof: Consider the diagram: 
H* (0,X) fr* - H*(D,X) 
II 
H*(BP,A X) ----Lw H*(BP,A X) . 
I A’ 1 A* 
H*(BF”,+ h xp 5 H*(BF;+ h xp 
The top square commutes by the naturality of the transfer with respect o pullbacks, and the 
bottom diagram commutes by Theorem 1.1. 
To use this theorem to study j4*, we need a geometric connection between the 
James-Hopf maps and the transfer. Let f:q: Z:“D,X + Y’D,D,X be the composite 
Z” D,X 4 C” QXC C” QD,X + IS” D,D,X. In recent work [16] we have shown 
THEOREM 7.2. 
(1) f:,2:* ifn>rq. 
(2) f $, is the transfer associated to I:, I Z:, 4 Zrr . 
Filter If.,, (QX) and H, (QD,X) by letting F,H, (QX) = Im{ H, ( i4/nDiX) + H, (QX)} 
and F,,H,(QD,X) = Im {H, ( V DiDqX) + H,(QD,X). Then Theorems 7.1 and 7.2 have 
ikr 
the following corollary. 
THEOREM 7.3. The diagram 
H, (QX) 
jp”. 
3 H, (Q&-X) 
T A. T A. 
H,(~~;+“X)P~.+.,~ H,(BF S” X)4”. I) 
commutes modulo terms of higher filtration. 
Here M,, denotes the P, coinvariants of a GL(n+m, IF,) module M. 
Remark 7.4. As in Theorem 4.21, r* = XT,, with x E &,, x Z. \ Z,,,+., using the notation of 
$4. We have thus recovered (up to filtration) the algorithm of [14] for computingj&Bx) 
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where x EH* (X) c H, (QX) and 0 E Dyer Lashof algebra. Note that this algorithm is valid 
for all primes and without the restriction (made in [14]) that x be primitive. 
Example 7.5. Modulo terms of higher filtration, there is a commutative diagram 
i: 
H,(QW- H, (QD,X) 
T 
A. 
T 
A. 
H*(BF;+ nX)~H*(BIF;+ AX)
where T= l-e(l)+e(l)e(2)- . . . + (- l)“-‘e(l) , . . e(n- 1). This should be compared 
with the formula preceding Lemma 3.4 in [13]. 
Example 7.6. Let p = 2. In [ 143 we showed that, if x E H, (X) is primitive, thenj,, (Q’Q”x) 
= QQSX + C[ (i:c;r) + (i;;_;‘)]Q+s-i-i Q x. Meanwhile, Priddy and Kahn computed [24] 
that, under t:,: H, (Z4) -+ H,(Z, j &), 
tr,(Q’Q”) = Q’~Q”+~[(f”_:-‘)+(~P;‘)]Q’+S-ijQi. 
(Priddy has verified that the formula of [24] can be rewritten in this form.) This coincidence is, 
of course, explained by our work here, and, indeed, it led us to the statement of Theorem 7.2. 
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